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The company’s macro-environment

The macro-marketing environment
O Demographic environment
    F Population size: the world population now
        totals more than 7,300,000,000 and will
        reach at least 8,000,000,000 by 2040.
        Some figures (2015): Asia: 4,393 mln (China:
        1,403 mln; India: 1,286 mln; Indonesia: 256
        mln); Africa: 1,186 mln; Europe 738 mln (EU:
        510 mln); Latin America: 634 mln; Northern
        America: 358 mln (USA: 326 mln); Oceania: 39
        mln.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Demographic environment
    F Changing age structure: throughout the post
        World War II period the age structure of the
        Western population has undergone several
        changes: baby boomers leading to yuppies
        (young urban professionals), yummies (young
        upwardly mobile mommies), dinkies (dual-
        income, no kids yet), dewks (dual-earners
        with kids) , sloppies (slightly older urban
        professionals), etc.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Demographic environment
    F Changing age structure: the baby boom
        generation was followed by the Generation X,
        tending to be the children of parents who both
        often held well-paid, demanding jobs.
    F Now the latest demographic groups, the
        Generation Y (born between 1981 and 2000)
        and the Generation Z (born after 2000), are
        emerging.  These groups are accustomed to
        the strong presence of technology, and in this
        respect, they differ considerably from their
        parents.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Demographic environment
    F Education: in most countries, equal education
        has been attained among men and women
        belonging to the 25-35 age group.
    F As economies in many developing countries 
        develop, investment in education will
        gradually rise, resulting in an increasingly
        more educated population.
    F Obviously, this rising number of educated
        people will increase demands for various
        products and services.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Demographic environment
    F Increasing diversity: in many areas in the
        world, populations increasingly ‘intermingle’
        through migrations or through nation
        integration, such as in the European Union.

    F This increasing diversity calls for a more
        individualized manner of marketing, ‘forcing’
        companies to better identify consumer needs
        and to respond to their needs more
        thoroughly.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Economic environment
    F Economic environment: differs considerably
        throughout the world; some countries have
        subsistence economies, meaning that they
        consume their own agricultural and industrial
        output. 
        Other countries have industrial economies,
        meaning that they have a surplus of different
        kinds of goods.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Economic environment
    F Income distribution / buying power: of course
        these aspects depend strongly on national
        annual economic growth rates. Output growth
        across advanced and emerging market econo-
        mies has declined in recent years. In advanced
        economies this is likely to increase slightly, as
        some crisis-related effects wear off. 
        In emerging market economies, potential
        output growth is expected to decline further,
        owing to aging populations and weaker
        investments (IMF outlook 2015).
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The macro-marketing environment
O Economic environment
    F Buying power: when reduced consumer
        buying power occurs, value marketing
        becomes more important: the offering of the
        right combination of product quality and good
        service at a fair price.

    F Furthermore, economic strata of a society have
        to be considered: upper, middle and lower
        classes (and in some cases: underclasses) have
        different needs and varied buying capacities.
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O Economic environment
    F Changing consumer spending patterns: at 
        different income levels, consumers will show
        different spending patterns.
    F Some of these differences have been noted in
        the 19th century by Ernst Engel, director of
        then Prussian (former Germany) bureau for
        statistics, who stated: “As one’s (family)
        income rises, the percentage of the income
        spent on necessary goods (such as food)
        declines”
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The macro-marketing environment
O Economic environment
    F Ernst Engel’s laws: in addition to Engel’s
        finding, the following economic laws can be
        applied to consumer’s spending patterns:

        as one’s (family) income rises:
         G the % spent on food declines;
         G the % spent on housing and household equip-
             ment, remains constant,  and
���������G�the % spent on clothing, transportation,
             recreation, health care and education
             increases. 
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Engel’s laws: Engel’s diagram
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The macro-marketing environment
O Natural environment
    F Natural environment: the natural resources
        that are needed as inputs by organizations or
        that are affected by their (marketing)
        activities.
    F Clearly, environmental concerns (worries)
        have grown steadily during the past 30-40
        years. The protection of our natural
        environment will remain a crucial worldwide
        issue, affecting the public and the way we
        conduct our business.
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O Natural environment
    F Shortages of raw materials: renewable
        resources, such as forests and food, have to
        be used wisely.  Non-renewable resources,
        such as oil and various minerals, pose a major
        problem.

    F Organizations that make products that
        require these scarce resources face large cost
        increases, which may be very difficult to pass
        on to the consumer.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Natural environment
    F Increased cost of energy: large industrial
        economies and industrial companies depend
        heavily on oil, the non-renewable resource
        creating the most serious problem for future
        economic growth.

    F As a result, many companies are finding and
        developing new products and production
        methods that require less non-renewable
        resources.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Natural environment
    F Increased pollution: the disposal of chemical
        and nuclear wastes, the pollution of the soil
        and food supply, the littering of the environ-
        ment with plastics and other materials, are all
        alarming symptoms of an increasing pollution.
    F Environmental pressures may be one firm’s
        expensive obligation (Eco-taxes, ‘green
        directives’ by law, etc.), they may also be an-
        other company’s chance for profit (’green’
        companies, solar power manufacturers, etc.) 
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The macro-marketing environment
O Natural environment
    F Government intervention: the governments of
        different countries vary in their concern and
        efforts to promote a clean environment; some
        have adopted more effective policies than
        others.
    F Furthermore, in most countries industries
        have been pressured rather than persuaded to
        ‘go green’. 
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The macro-marketing environment
O Natural environment
    F In most developed western countries, well organized
         sectors (oil, pharma, food, etc.)  are in the process of
         setting up agreements and plans with their govern-
         ments to protect the environment.

    F However, enlightened companies (such as IKEA, 
         McDonald’s, Lego) are acting beyond government
         requirements, and are bridging the gap between a
         healthy economy and a healthy ecology by
         responding to consumer demands with ecologically
         safer products, recyclable packaging and more
         energy-efficient operations. 
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The macro-marketing environment
O Technological environment
    F Technological environment: the forces that
        create new technologies, creating new
        product and market opportunities.
    F New technologies create new markets and
        opportunities, and usually most new techno-
        logies replace older technologies (vacuum-
        tubes -> transistors -> IC’s;   vinyl records ->
        tapes -> CD’s -> DVD’s -> memory cards).
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O Technological environment
    F Fast pace of technological change: many of
        today’s common products were not available
        100 years ago, and some not even 10-15  
        years ago (DVD’s, tablets, I-phones, etc.).
        Development of new products and
        technologies tends to speed up as technology
        life cycles are becoming shorter.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Technological environment
    F Fast pace of technological change: this may
        be best illustrated by a statement from
        Intel’s co-founder dr. Gordon Moore: 

       “the performance of micro-processors in
        terms of processing rate, size and costs, will
        exceed twofold approximately every 18
        months”
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The macro-marketing environment
O Technological environment
    F High R&D budgets: of course technology and
        innovations require heavy investments in
        R&D. 
        For instance, pharmaceutical products can
        cost up to $ 450 million on R&D.
        And what to think of Sony?  Sony is one of the
        acknowledged world leaders in new product
        development in electronics.  Their scientists and
        engineers develop on average 4 products
        each business day!
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The macro-marketing environment
O Political environment
    F Political environment: all the laws, govern-
        ment agencies and pressure groups that
        influence and limit various organizations and
        individuals in a given society.
        These political environment factors are also
        known as regulatory forces.  Regulation
        consists of restrictions that state and federal
        laws place on businesses with regard to the
        conduct of their activities.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Political environment
    F Legislation regulating business: legislation
        affecting business around the world has
        increased steadily over the years.  Regulation
        exists to protect companies as well as
        consumers. Much of the regulation from
        federal and state levels has passed to ensure
        competition and fair business practices; for
        consumers, the focus of legislation is to
        protect them from unfair trade practices and
        to ensure their safety.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Political environment
    F Legislation regulating business: examples of
        regulation: laws that protect competition
          (anti-cartel legislation); product-related legislation
        (patent laws; Food, Drug and Cosmetics Act; Fair

          Packaging and Labeling Act; trademark laws);
        regulatory controls on pricing (with regard to price

          fixing and price discounting); advertising and
        promotion controls (Children’s Television Act)
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The macro-marketing environment
O Cultural environment
    F Cultural environment: institutions and other
        forces that affect society’s basic values,
        perceptions, preferences and behaviors.
    F Culture incorporates the set of values, ideas
        and attitudes of a homogeneous group of
        people  that is transmitted from one
        generation to the next.  Culture includes both
        material and abstract elements, making
        monitoring cultural trends difficult for
        marketing.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Cultural environment
    F Persistence of cultural values: the core beliefs
        and values of people in a given society have a
        high degree of persistence (work, marriage,
        honesty).
    F Core beliefs and values are passed on from
        parents to children, and are reinforced by
        school, business, etc.
        Secondary beliefs and values are more open to
        change (recreation, clothing, food)
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The macro-marketing environment
O Cultural environment
    F Shifts in secondary cultural values: although
        core values are fairly persistent, cultural shifts
        do take place, and marketers will want to pre-
        dict these shifts in order to spot new oppor-
        tunities or threats in the market.

        The main cultural values of a society are
        expressed in people’s views of themselves and
        others, as well as in their view of organizations,
        society, nature and the universe.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Cultural environment
    F People’s views of themselves: people use pro-
        ducts, brands and services as a means of self-
        expression, and buy products and services that
        match their views of themselves (sporty, tradi-
        tional, business-like, young-look, etc.).

    F People’s views of others: people are demanding
        more ‘social support’ products and services that
        improve direct communication between each
        other (health clubs, family vacation resorts,
        events, etc).
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The macro-marketing environment
O Cultural environment
    F People’s views of organizations: today many
        people look at work not as a source of satis-
        faction or of being (Japan), but as a required
        duty to earn money to enjoy non-work hours.

    F People’s views of society: people’s
        orientation to their society influences their
        consumption patterns, level of savings, and
        attitudes toward the marketplace.  For 
        instance: the degree of consumer patriotism.
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The macro-marketing environment
O Cultural environment
    F People’s views of nature: many people love
        nature, which leads to more camping, boating,
        fishing and other outdoor activities. 
        Business is responding by offering more
        products and services that meet these
        interests (tour operators, food producers,
        vehicle manufacturers, etc.)
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The macro-marketing environment
O Cultural environment
    F People’s views of the universe: people seem
        to be moving away from materialism and go-
        getter ambition to seek more permanent
        values and a more certain grasp of right and
        wrong.
        This trend can be considered as a ‘new
        spiritualism’, affecting consumers in every-
        thing, from the television shows they watch
        and the books they read, to the products and
        services they buy.
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The company’s macro-environm ent

Responding to the marketing environment
O Marketing environment controllability
    F Environmental management perspective : as
        some companies view the marketing environ-
        ment as ‘uncontrollable’, other companies
        take aggressive actions to affect the publics
        and forces in their marketing environment.
        They do so by being pro-active : by lobbying,
        by creating media events, by running
        ‘advertorials’, and by forming contractual
        agreements to better control their distribution
        channels.


